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Class 1: Synastry
Lesson 1: Harmonious Connections in Synastry
When you want to get a gauge on compatibility with someone, you use
synastry, which is comparing your chart to the chart of someone else’s.
Comparing the two charts can give you an idea of what kind of
compatibility you have with each other.
The Sun rules your true identity, the Moon rules your emotional self, and
the Ascendant rules your outer self, and this trio is the astrological triad
in your natal chart. You will often find that you’re drawn to people who
link to your Sun, Moon, or Ascendant sign in their own Sun, Moon, or
Ascendant sign, and this can be excellent for compatibility. This trio is so
closely linked to who we are, the building blocks for our entirely
personality, so having this link shows an innate understanding of who
each of you are.
A classic - and crazy strong! - example of the importance of the triad
connections is Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. They were
married for decades and seen as one of the most successful Hollywood
marriages. Their triad? Both were Capricorn Risings, his Sun was
Aquarius and her Moon was Aquarius, and her Sun was Pisces and his
Moon was Pisces. Oddly, Joanne said that the two didn’t have many
common interests and gave each other a lot of space, but their triad
connections were so strong, they just fit right together.
You can compare each personal planet in your chart to the same planet
in their chart, and get a quick idea of how harmonious or challenging
whatever that planet rules is between the two of you. It can be
considered harmonious when they’re in the same sign or the same
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element. Signs of the same element have natural harmony. The
elements are:
Fire: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
Earth: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn
Air: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
Water: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
You can also have a harmonious pairing when one person has a planet
in a sign, and the other person has the natural ruler of that sign conjunct
their planet (so say, you have Venus in Sagittarius and they have Venus
conjunct Jupiter, the natural ruler of Sagittarius). When you have a
planet conjunct another in your chart, they each bring their own natural
energy to the other, almost making it like the planet is in the sign the
other planet rules rather than the sign it’s actually in. So in the example,
if you have Venus conjunct Jupiter, Venus will feel like Venus in
Sagittarius at times and Jupiter will feel like Jupiter in Taurus or Libra at
times. The natural rulers of the signs are:
Sun: Leo
Moon: Cancer
Mercury: Gemini, Virgo
Venus: Taurus, Libra
Mars: Aries
Jupiter: Sagittarius
Saturn: Capricorn
Uranus: Aquarius
Neptune: Pisces
Pluto: Scorpio
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Another option for a harmonious connection is through the houses. Each
sign pairs up naturally with one house, and this can bring compatibility
that may not seem obvious via the signs. The sign-house pairings are:
Aries - 1st house
Taurus - 2nd house
Gemini - 3rd house
Cancer - 4th house
Leo - 5th house
Virgo - 6th house
Libra - 7th house
Scorpio - 8th house
Sagittarius - 9th house
Capricorn - 10th house
Aquarius - 11th house
Pisces - 12th house
So, let’s say one person has Sun in Gemini and the other person has Sun
in Scorpio. These would not seem compatible by the signs, but if the
Gemini has Sun in the 8th house, or the Scorpio has Sun in the 3rd
house, this can provide a powerful link. You can make the same kind of
link with any of the planets.
Planets that are in the 1st house can make someone seem like they
have the sign that planet rules as their Rising, and this can also provide a
strong link (so say you have Uranus in the 1st house in Scorpio; you
could connect with someone through the Scorpio energy or through
Aquarius, the sign Uranus rules).
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Lesson 2: Mercury Through Pluto Connections in Synastry
Mercury is the planet of communication, so having harmonious
Mercurys helps with your ability to communicate with one another and
see eye-to-eye. If you don’t have harmonious Mercurys, communication
may be difficult at times. If one person’s Mercury conjuncts another
person’s planet, this can also impact communication: conjunct the Sun
or Moon can make communication much easier and free-flowing;
conjunct Venus can make communications pleasant between you and
stimulate affection, conjunct Mars can make you super engaging;
conjunct Jupiter can help you enjoy communication; conjunct Saturn
can make communication difficult and you may not open up as much;
conjunct Uranus can make communication a little erratic and one of you
may think the other is brilliant or cuckoo; conjunct Neptune can bring
misunderstandings and one of you may feel a bit drowned out by the
other, but it can help with subconscious understanding; and conjunct
Pluto, communication can be intense but sometimes one may try to
dominate the other mentally.
Venus is the planet of love and relationships, so having harmonious
Venuses is suuuper helpful for compatibility. It shows you both have the
same approach and want the same things naturally in love and
relationships. If one person’s Venus conjunct another person’s planet,
this can impact the love: conjunct the Sun or Moon is excellent, and you
can have strong loving feelings between you; conjunct Mars can bring a
lot of passion and sizzle; conjunct Jupiter can bring great affection and
genuine connection; conjunct Saturn can make it difficult to express
affection, and you may not want to share; conjunct Uranus can bring
some erratic energy into the relationship overall, and it may be a
connection that starts fast and ends faster; conjunct Neptune can show
a spiritual connection on the positive side, but can also make it difficult
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to be open with feelings; and conjunct Pluto can show intense passion,
but also some fighting over power and control in the relationship.
Mars is the planet of energy and drive, so having harmonious Mars
shows you both can be motivated by the same things and take action in
similar ways. If one person’s Mars conjuncts the other’s Sun or Moon,
this can be a pairing that energizes and spurs action; conjunct Jupiter
can bring a little luck in the pairing and you can create big things
together; conjunct Saturn can stifle energy, but can also help you to be
more productive together (and good for business pairings); conjunct
Uranus can help you respect each other’s individuality, but also bring
out impulsive behavior; conjunct Neptune can bring more spiritual
connection; and conjunct Pluto can create a powerful pairing, but you
may have to work on managing strong energy that can quickly become
destructive.
Jupiter is the happy planet, and Jupiter connections in synastry can
show a genuine like between you. This is a great thing to see for any
relationship where you really need to get along, and it’s one of my
favorite things to see. Saturn is the planet of restriction, so Saturn
connections can bring some challenges as one person may feel stifled
and limited by the other. It can be good for professional connections
though since Saturn is natural ruler of goals and ambitions. Saturn can
also be helpful for commitment, so you may take a relationship with
someone more seriously if you have a Saturn connection, and can stick
with it through hard times (though sometimes it means you stick with it
even when it’s terrible and you should leave). Though I tend to find that
many people struggle with someone who connects to their Saturn, and
you just may not like them at all (unlike with Jupiter). This tends to be
more often with a conjunction to Saturn.
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Uranus connections can bring out a feeling of instability and inability to
count on each other or the relationship; since Uranus is natural ruler of
friendships, this can be a good link with a friend since you’re more likely
to give each other space and respect each other’s individual expression.
Uranus also can be in play with a connection that is unusual in some
way. Neptune connections can show you have a spiritual connection,
and this may come from past lives (if you believe in past lives) or be
karmic in nature. There can be extra empathy and compassion, but care
needs to be taken that boundaries remain solid and healthy so one
doesn’t take advantage of the other, which can happen all too often.
Pluto connections can bring on power struggles and control issues as
one wants to dominate and control the other. There is capability for
great transformations and great passion, but you need to respect each
other and not try to take power away from each other.
The Lunar Nodes are the points in the Moon’s orbit where the Moon
crosses the ecliptic, and are spiritual/karmic in nature. There’s a North
Node and a South Node, and they exactly oppose one another. Having a
North Node connection can show you two are meant to come together
for a reason, to help one another grow and find your potential. It can feel
uncomfortable at times though, because this is unfamiliar energy that
we can resist if we’re not ready. You may run from someone you have a
North Node connection with if you’re not ready (Sun-Moon-Rising and
Jupiter connections can help). Having a South Node connection can
help you feel like you’ve known each other before (or did in a past life, if
you believe in past lives). There is familiarity that helps you to feel at
ease with each other, but you can outgrow each other with the South
Node because it represents the past. If you have a South Node
connection, you generally also want to have a North Node connection
and other strong connections to lower the chances that you will
outgrow each other.
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Chiron is an asteroid representing our greatest wounds and how to heal
from them. Having a Chiron connection can show you either help each
other to heal or hurt each other and cause more wounds. Chiron doesn’t
move very fast, so having Chiron in same or compatible signs is pretty
normal (unless you have a massive age difference), so you’re mostly
going to look at Chiron aspects to the personal planets, Jupiter, Saturn,
and the Lunar Nodes. Hard aspects (squares and oppositions) can bring
out greater ability to wound, while easy aspects (sextiles and trines) can
bring out greater ability to heal. Conjunct the Sun or Moon can go either
way; conjunct Mercury, Venus, or Jupiter tends to be more positive,
while conjunct Mars, Saturn, or Pluto tends to be more challenging.
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Lesson 3: The Houses in Synastry
Then we have chart overlay. To overlay the chart means to take the
planets and house cusps from one person’s chart and see where they
fall in the other person’s chart. This shows what you (your chart) does to
them (their chart) in a more direct way. It’s helpful to think of it as what I
(my planet) do to you (your house) and what you (your planet) do to me
(my house).
Where your Sun falls, you shine a light and bring attention in their life;
where your Moon falls, you bring out emotion and stimulate their needs;
where your Mercury falls, you generate lots of activity and a desire for
variety; where your Venus falls, you bring out the love; where your Mars
falls, you motivate and inspire; where your Jupiter falls, you help them
expand; where your Saturn falls, you restrict them; where your Uranus
falls, you bring change and push outside of their comfort zone; where
your Neptune falls, you bring a little cloud haziness and need for
intuitive guidance; and where your Pluto falls, you bring intensity and
fight them for power.
In romantic relationships, it’s helpful to have planets falling in the 5th
house of love and 7th house of relationship; planets in the 12th house
can be challenging, especially a personal planet as it can cause you or
your partner to hide your true self (Sun), your emotions (Moon), your
opinions (Mercury), your affections (Venus), or your desires (Mars).
Friendships are ruled by the 11th house, so it’s helpful to have planets
fall in the 11th house with a friend (3rd house is also helpful for
friendships; 11th house can also help with the foundation of friendship in
a romantic relationship). The professional houses are the 2nd (money),
6th (work), and 10th (career) houses, so planets falling in these houses
can be helpful for professional relationships; the 8th house rules
mutually beneficial relationships, so business partnerships can benefit
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from planets falling in the 8th house. Family relationships can benefit
from planets falling in the 4th house of home and family. I also often find
with siblings that are close that you’ll have 3rd and/or 4th houses or
rulers aligned.
One thing I love to see is overlay between the 5th, 7th, or 8th houses in
romantic relationships. The 5th house rules love, the 7th house rules
relationships, and the 8th house rules intimacy, so when your 5th, 7th, or
8th house overlaps with your partner’s 5th, 7th, or 8th house, this means
that when a transit (moving) planet is going through your house, it’s
going through theirs at the same time, and this naturally brings both of
your attentions to your relationship and each other. No forcing, no
having to try consciously, it just happens. The only downside is when it’s
Saturn touring them at the same time - that can signal a difficult period!
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Lesson 4: Extra Synastry Notes
I want to list the things that I look for in synastry most for strong
connections:
Triad connections (Sun-Moon-Rising)
Venus conjunct the Sun, Moon, or angle (1st, 4th, 7th, or 10th house
cusp)
Jupiter conjunct a personal planet or angle
North Node conjunct a personal planet or Jupiter
Personal planets falling in the 7th house
Overlap of the 5th-7th-8th houses
And these are connections that can prove challenging or show red flags:
Mars conjunct, square, or opposite Pluto
Venus conjunct, square, or opposite Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto
Saturn conjunct, square or opposite Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars, or an angle
Planets in the 12th house
Chiron square the personal planets, conjunct one of the Lunar Nodes, or
square the Lunar Nodes
One extra little quirky thing you can assess is asteroid connections.
There are love asteroids you can look up and if one of their personal
planets or Jupiter is conjunct (or one of your personal planets or Jupiter
is conjunct one of their love asteroids), that can be helpful (but orbs are
small with asteroids, so under 3 degrees, and many believe under 2
degrees). Love asteroids you can check: Amor (number 1221), Juno
(number 3), Cupido (number 763), Valentine (number 447), Aphrodite
(number 1388), Lust (number 4386), Sappho (number 80), and Nymphe
(number 875).
Since there are so many asteroids (thousands of them), you can also
usually find an asteroid for each of your names (first, middle, or last, and
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if not spelled exactly, then sounds alike). You can look up the asteroid of
each other’s names and see where their name falls in your natal chart,
your name falls in their natal chart, and compare to each other’s charts. I
find that when set off by transit planets or by progressions, this can
trigger the person coming into your life (so if you dig back to around
when you met and look at transits and progressions, you’ll usually find
the name asteroids involved at the time being aspected in the natal or
progressed charts, or making aspects as transit asteroids).
A few other asteroid connections you can evaluate:
- Asteroid Nemesis (number 128) connections can show you’re
essentially enemies in some way, at odds to one another, or one of
you may view the other as your nemesis
- Asteroid Pandora (number 55) connections can show someone
who gets under your skin, who may annoy you but you’re still
drawn to them for some reason, or who points out the things you
don’t want to see (or you do that for them)
- Asteroid Nessus (number 7066) is the asteroid of abuse, so Nessus
connections may be red flags to avoid, especially close
conjunctions
- Asteroid Achilles (number 588) connections can show someone
who is your Achilles heel, or you are theirs
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Lesson 5: Synastry Examples
Let’s break down a real-life couple’s synastry, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge, Prince William and Kate Middleton. Here is their synastry
chart:
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Both William and Kate are Cancer Moons, so they connect strongly
emotionally. Both of their Moons are conjunct the North Node, and both
were born on an eclipse! William was born on a solar eclipse in Cancer
while Kate was born on a lunar eclipse in Capricorn. Talk about a power
couple, they’re an eclipse power couple!
Add to that William has Jupiter conjunct his Midheaven while Kate has
Jupiter conjunct her Immum Coeli; the Midheaven and Immum Coeli are
on an axis representing the foundation of our lives. So they come
together on solid ground, and seen as being a super grounded coupling.
William is a Sagittarius Rising while Kate is a Leo Rising, so they’re both
fire sign Risings. They both have Mars in Libra along with Saturn and
Pluto, so they’re driven in similar ways. Libra rules relationships, so they
likely feel they can do more together than apart.
Kate has her Moon and North Node conjunct the 12th house cusp; the
12th house is naturally ruled by Neptune, and William has his Neptune
conjunct his Ascendant. They both have an air sign Mercury (Gemini for
William, Aquarius for Kate) this is not in the same sign as their Suns
(Cancer for William, Capricorn for Kate), so they both likely express
themselves differently outwardly and understand that about each other.
They both also have a challenged Venus. William has Venus conjunct
Chiron and Kate has Venus retrograde (and conjunct Mercury; both
conjunctions are less than 1 degree so super close). William’s is no big
shock since we all know how we lost his mother; in Kate’s case, I think
she was considered a “tomboy” if I remember right, so perhaps she
didn’t learn to embrace her femininity until later (actually, probably not
fully until she became a mother with Moon on the North Node).
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So how about the other royal couple, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex
aka Prince Harry and Meghan Markle? Their synastry chart:
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Harry is a Virgo Sun, Taurus Moon, and Capricorn Rising - talk about
earth! That is quite the earthy royal. His Moon is conjunct the 4th house
cusp (which naturally links to Cancer) and the North Node (so he
actually has a very strong link to William and Kate), and his Sun is in the
8th house, which naturally links to Scorpio.
Meghan’s Sun is in Leo and the 1st house, which seems to stand out in
this group (so not too shocking she does as the outlier American,
biracial, and former actress - standing out indeed!). But her Rising is in
Cancer (with his Moon conjunct the 4th house cusp), and her Moon is
conjunct Saturn, who naturally rules Capricorn, Harry’s Rising.
Meghan’s Moon is in Libra and conjunct commitment=minded Saturn
and happy Jupiter; they go with Harry’s Venus in Libra, so no surprise
she’s the one who got him to “settle down”. His Jupiter is in Capricorn,
her Descendant sign, so they have Jupiter connections both ways,
which seems to say they genuinely do like each other.
Now, she’s pretty different for the royals, so what made Harry opt for
someone so out of the main? I’d guess his Mars, who is conjunct
unconventional Uranus in the house Uranus naturally rules, the 11th
house. So as traditionally-minded as all of his earth energy makes him,
there is a strain of a rebel inside that he let out with her.
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Class 2: Composites
Lesson 1: Composite Chart Parts
Composites is a reference to the composite chart, which combines your
chart with someone else’s and creates a new chart that is the chart of
your relationship itself. Your relationship is viewed as its own being, and
composites can help explain the people who seem really different on
the outside coming together in a way that works. It can also help explain
the people who seem like they should fit together well not being good
together at all.
You can analyze the positions in the composite chart similarly to
analyzing a natal chart. A composite planet in a sign, house, and the
aspects it makes will operate like they would in a natal chart, except
instead of showing a portion of a person’s personality and life, it shows a
portion of the relationship.
The composite Sun is the identity of your relationship itself, just like it’s
your true identity in the natal chart. The house location of the composite
Sun can often show the biggest focus within the relationship. You
usually want to see a good Sun in the composite chart that’s not making
too many hard aspects, otherwise there can be some core issues. The
composite Moon is the emotions within the relationship, how you
express emotions together and how the relationship impacts you both
emotionally.
Composite Mercury represents communication in the relationship, and
how you engage with one another. Composite Venus is the love and
affection in the relationship when it’s any kind of love relationship
(romantic, family, friend); in a business relationship, it may focus more on
money. You generally want to see a good composite Venus, like with
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the Sun, for love relationships. Composite Mars can show where the
energy of your relationship is located, and how you take action together.
Composite Jupiter can show where you can expand together, explore
together, and where there is happy energy in the relationship.
Composite Saturn can show where you experience struggles, feel
restricted together, or have lessons to learn together. Composite Uranus
can show where you can experience sudden changes, where the
relationship may experience instability, or where you may need things
to be different in the relationship. Composite Neptune can show where
you may struggle with seeing reality in the relationship, have difficulty
grasping, or require a spiritual connection. Composite Pluto can show
where you may need to transform together, where you may fight over
power/control, or where you may need to dig deeper.
The composite 1st house represents the outward face of the
relationship; the 2nd house represents finances and values in the
relationship; the 3rd house represents communication (with Mercury);
the 4th house represents the core of the relationship (and the
home/family life you have together in a romantic or family relationship);
the 5th house represents the love/affection between you; the 6th house
represents the details of the relationship, the mundane aspects; the 7th
house represents the others you encounter together; the 8th house
represents the things you may push away in the relationship; the 9th
house represents where you may need space; the 10th house
represents the peak of your relationship, what you can aspire for
together; the 11th house represents how you come together as peers
and the future of the relationship; and the 12th house represents what’s
hidden in the relationship along with subconscious/karmic baggage.
The North Node represents what you can grow into together to
manifest the potential of the relationship, while the South Node
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represents emotional baggage and bad habits you can fall into together.
Chiron can show where healing may need to occur together in order to
grow.
You can also compare the composite chart to each of your natal charts
and perform a little synastry for each of you with the chart of the
relationship itself. This can give you an idea of how the relationship itself
influences each of you individually, since most relationships impact the
people in them differently. It can also help explain why one person in a
relationship may be happy with it while the other is not (transits can also
explain that too).
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Lesson 2: What to Look For in a Composite Chart
So what are some things that stand out in a composite chart? The first
thing is going to be overabundance, having many planets in one sign or
house. This can stifle the focus of the relationship, putting too much
emphasis on just one area, or it can be a point of great energy. In
business relationships, this can be helpful if in the 2nd, 6th, or 10th
houses (the professional houses) or Taurus, Virgo, or Capricorn (the
professional signs); this can be helpful in a romantic relationship if in the
1st or 5th houses. It can be super challenging if in the 4th, 8th, or 12th
houses, Cancer, Scorpio, or Pisces, in part because these are water
houses/signs, which are emotional, so the emotional aspect of the
relationship can be greatly heightened. In Cancer/the 4th house, there
can be issues at the core of the relationship the run deep; in Scorpio/the
8th house, you both may feel like avoiding problems, yet can be prone
to major battles and there can be major inequality between you; and
Pisces/the 12th house can be most challenging since it hides energy, is
subconscious, and the 12th house is the house of being your own worst
enemy, so sometimes the relationship can sort of eat itself and you’re
barely aware. Romantic relationships can really struggle with 12th house
energy unless you both have strong 12th house energy in your natal
charts (so you’re comfortable with the energy).
It can be great to have planets conjunct one of the angles in the
composite chart, except for Saturn (unless Saturn is conjunct the 10th
house cusp since Saturn naturally rules the 10th house). Planets on the
angles have greater importance and their energy is stronger in the
relationship (so since Saturn is restrictive, you generally don’t want
Saturn on the 1st, 4th, or 7th house cusps in the composite chart, though
like in synastry, Saturn can create strong commitment to one another).
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In general, you want to avoid interceptions in a composite chart. An
intercepted planet is cut off, contained energy that is difficult to access,
and it’s especially difficult if it’s one of the composite personal planets
(Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars) or the composite 1st house ruler. If a
planet in the composite chart is a singleton, the energy of that planet is
elevated in the chart, which can be beneficial once you master the
energy together, and challenging until you do.
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Lesson 3: Composite Chart Examples
Sometimes you can just look at a chart and see something striking in the
layout. Take a look at the Zodiac wheel for this composite chart:
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What you should see is all of those planets around the 1st house cusp
(AC). 7 of the 10 planets surround the 1st house cusp! (8 if you count
Pluto) Which tells you that the couple is suuuuper focused on one
another and their relationship. And when they met, it was in fact an
instant coupling, and they spent every single day together from the day
they met for years. The first time I looked at this chart, I felt like those 7
planets were enveloping the 1st house cusp like a hug, and when I
asked, sure enough, my client said they were extremely affectionate
and always holding hands, kissing, hugging, etc. So this is an instance
where the 12th house energy is alright because the planets in the 12th
house aren’t focused solely on the 12th house, they’re really focused on
the 1st house cusp. Any time you see planets surrounding a house cusp,
that house cusp gets the main attention.
You see Chiron is on an angle in that chart, conjunct the 7th house cusp
- both people in the couple were widows, and their relationship helped
each other to heal from losing their spouses. The only difficulty in the
relationship was with their children - Pluto in Leo (natural ruler of
children), Saturn and Neptune in the 4th house (of family). The
husband’s children in particular were hostile to the relationship at first,
fearful of losing some of their inheritance to the second wife - Pluto,
ruler of power struggles as well as legacies, in the 2nd house of money;
paranoid Neptune in the 4th house of family; restrictive Saturn in the 4th
and Scorpio, the sign Pluto naturally rules.
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For a romantic one that’s not-so-great, here’s Selena Gomez and Justin
Bieber:
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The Ascendant is in Libra and Jupiter is in the 1st house, which is nice.
Gives focus on the relationship and some easy energy. But Jupiter is
opposing Mars in Aries and the 7th house. They did seem to have a
back-and-forth kind of thing for a while.
The Sun is closely conjunct Mercury in the 8th house, opposing the
natural ruler of the 8th house, Pluto. Getting the sense that while there
may have been a lot of chemistry, it was also quite volatile. The 8th
house energy, the Mars and Pluto oppositions, generally can be volatile
and aggressive.
The composite Venus is at 0 degrees Gemini. 0 degrees Gemini is the
location of a group of fixed stars called Pleiades, the seven sisters, also
called the weeping sisters. It’s a position that can be tied to pain, loss heartbreak! (seems like maybe more her than him given her natal
Mercury is retrograde conjunct Venus and Chiron, and well, we’ve seen
what’s played out)
I wanted to touch on one that wasn’t romantic to show how it can work
in a different relationship, so we’ll look at one for a famous friendship
(and professional relationship, actually). This is the composite chart for
Matt Damon and Ben Affleck:
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You should see 6 planets in the 5th and 6th houses - 5th house rules
creativity, 6th house rules work. Then there is Jupiter conjunct Neptune,
both widely conjunct the Moon, all in Sagittarius and the 8th house Sagittarius is one of the writing rulers, 8th house rules mutually
beneficial endeavors. So how fitting they hit it big with a film they wrote
together! Moon-Jupiter-Neptune in Sagittarius along with the 5th house
planets creates a lot of good feelings between them as
Sagittarius/Jupiter and the 5th house are positive. Interesting Saturn
there, in Gemini and the 2nd house - Saturn rules career, Gemini is the
other writing ruler sign, and the 2nd house rules money.
There are also no planets in a fixed sign and only one planet in a
cardinal sign, making it a singleton: Uranus (who I find is the one tied to
fame, which makes sense given Uranus rules the masses) in the 6th
house (of work) and Libra (ruling partners). All other planets are in
mutable signs (so they must have a very flexible adaptable
relationship!); and there are no planets in a water sign, which would be
bad for emotional connection but they are helped in their synastry
(Damon’s Jupiter and Venus is in Scorpio, which is Affleck’s Moon sign;
there’s actually a lot of Scorpio/Pluto/8th house energy between them
in their natal charts and in this composite chart, which helps with the
mutually beneficial aspect of their relationship, and also helps with
some emotional understanding in a deep way).
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Class 3: Transits
Lesson 1: Transits in Love
Synastry and composites help show you your compatibility with
someone, the focus on your relationship, its strengths and weaknesses.
Transits show you the conditions under which you can meet someone,
enter into a relationship/partnership, and you can plan every step with
transits. Transits are a reference to transit planets, which are the
currently moving planets. As they move, they make aspects to your
natal chart, which are when they come to certain angles. Sextiles and
trines are easy aspects so mostly positive, while squares and
oppositions are hard aspects so mostly challenging, and conjunctions
are neutral aspects that can go either way.
Let’s start with a first date. So, dating is ruled by the 5th house, so
usually the best time for a date is when the Moon is in your 5th house
(this occurs for 2-3 days every month), or you have a conjunction,
sextile, or trine by the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, or Jupiter to the 5th
house cusp or 5th house ruler in your chart. In general, you can also do
well on a date when the Moon is in Leo, the sign that naturally rules the
5th house.
When you have any of the planets making a square or opposition, the
hard aspects, to your 5th house cusp or ruler, this can bring difficult
energy, and the date may not go so well or as you planned. In general,
you want to avoid a date during a void-of-course Moon, which occurs
when the Moon no longer makes any major aspects to any other planets
until it enters a new sign. The void-of-course Moon can make it so that
perhaps the date is fine, but it’s just fine, no sparks are flying, the
chemistry just isn’t there, one or both of you aren’t invested, and the
next date just may not happen for some reason.
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Venus, the planet of love, can also be helpful for your first date, and you
can look for transit Venus conjunct, sextile, or trine your Sun, Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 1st house cusp (house of the self), or 7th
house cusp (house of relationships). If you want to increase your odds
even more, make sure both of you have one of these nice aspects going
on at the same time so you’re both on the same feel-good page! A lot of
this can also be beneficial for going out trolling for someone. In a pinch,
just look for Moon in the 5th or 7th houses, in Leo or Libra, no
void-of-course Moon, aspects by transit Venus to your natal chart, or
positive aspects by transit planets to your natal Venus.
How about the next step - saying I love you? (but without the question
mark, ha!) Communication is governed by Mercury, the 3rd house, and
Gemini, so you can focus on when the Moon is in your 3rd house,
Gemini, or conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal Mercury, 3rd house cusp,
or 3rd house ruler. Bonus points if there are Venus aspects at the same
time by transit Venus or to your natal Venus. Extra bonus points if it’s a
conjunction, sextile, or trine between transit Mercury and your natal
Venus, or transit Venus and your natal Mercury, 3rd house cusp, or 3rd
house ruler. You can find it easier to communicate loving feelings then
(a lot easier!). Try to make sure they also have positive communication
aspects - otherwise they may not take it well (or say it back!).
And the next step - moving in together. Your home and living situation is
ruled by the Moon, 4th house, and Cancer, so you want to see positive
aspects (sextiles and trines) to your natal Moon, 4th house cusp or ruler,
by your Progressed Moon to your natal planets or house cusps, or a
progressed planet entering Cancer.
Since this is a “next step” in the relationship, you also want to see
positive aspects involving the relationship parts of your chart: Venus, the
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7th house, and Libra. This can involve sextiles and trines to your natal
Venus, 7th house cusp or ruler, by your progressed Venus to your natal
planets or house cusps, or a progressed planet entering Libra. Saturn is
also usually present with commitment, so a positive transit Saturn
aspect to your natal chart (especially to natal Moon or Venus), Saturn
transiting your 1st house (of the self), 4th house, 5th house (of love), or
7th house, a conjunction, sextile or trine by transit Jupiter to your natal
Saturn, or a sextile or trine by transit Uranus or Pluto to your natal Saturn
is also good to see, and helps to ground the energy and add to your
level of commitment to one another and to taking the next step.
Finally, it’s also good to see positive 8th house or Pluto aspects. They
rule “other people’s money” - basically any finances that impact yourself
and another person, and this includes joint finances and resources,
which is an important part of moving in together as you merge not only
your personal and daily lives, but your financial ones as well (and with
money problems being one of the top reasons for relationships ending,
it’s kinda important!). Positive 8th house and Pluto aspects help you to
merge the financial side of things more easily and hopefully avoid the
financial issues that can drive a wedge between you quickly.
Now you move on to wanting to get engaged - like with moving in
together, this is a big next step in commitment, so you’ll want to see
positive aspects with Venus, the 7th house, or Libra. Like with saying I
love you, this is also a communication thing, so you’ll want to also have
positive aspects with Mercury, the 3rd house, or Gemini.
For choosing a wedding date, electionals may be of better use than
personal transits since so many people are involved (covered in a bit).
The general conditions for meeting someone and entering into a
relationship personally involve aspects to the 5th and 7th house rulers
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or cusps, natal or progressed Venus, or progressed 5th or 7th house
aspects. Jupiter helps with being open to love, while Saturn helps with
being open to commitment. If you only have Jupiter and no Saturn, then
this can create love, but it may not last without stabilizing Saturn. If you
only have Saturn and no Jupiter, this may bring commitment and a
relationship, but one that ultimately lacks love and affection (and may
be based more on comfort and security).
If you have transit Uranus aspects in play, this can show going for
someone totally different from what you’d normally go for, entering into
an unusual or unconventional relationship, or experiencing love at first
sight. If you have transit Neptune aspects in play, this can show feeling
like you have a soul mate connection with someone, but it can also
show being deceived and not seeing someone for who they really are.
Both Uranus and Neptune need Saturn aspects in play to help tone
down their challenges and make them manageable, otherwise you may
end up in a very wonky relationship!
If you have transit Pluto aspects in play, this can bring out obsessive
qualities. If you’re naturally inclined to be a little obsessive or attract
obsessive people, it can be much worse (hello stalker). Pluto also
greatly increases passion, so connections can be passionate and
intense. Purely sexual relationships can benefit from Pluto aspects,
though Pluto may not be too happy with the no strings part (Pluto is too
jealous and possessive to have no strings). The 8th house tends to be in
play for a purely sexual relationships (and Mars in the 8th house can be
notorious for it, especially since it’s only for about 2 months so it can be
fling-y).
Retrogrades govern redos, so exes coming back into your life can come
with retrogrades of Mercury or Mars in your 5th or 7th houses, Venus
retrograde, Jupiter retrograde in the 1st, 5th, or 7th houses, or any of
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them aspecting the ruler of the 5th or 7th houses, aspecting the 5th or
7th house cusps, aspecting natal or progressed Venus, or aspecting the
progressed 5th or 7th house cusps.
And then there is breaking up. This usually comes with transit Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto touring the 1st, 5th or 7th houses, making
hard aspects to the 1st, 5th, or 7th house cusps or rulers, or to natal or
progressed Venus. Hard Saturn aspects in particular tend to break a lot
of people up during the first year of your relationship. As your
relationship moves on, grows and strengthens, you can work through
these hard aspects (and all long-term relationships do). It’s just difficult
when it hits in that first year or so since you’re not in that super
committed, established place yet.
When long-term relationships break up, you usually need to see hard
Saturn plus hard Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto, and the more hard aspects,
the more likelihood you’ll break up. There have been times when I’ve
done relationship readings and seen that one person in the relationship
will have very hard aspects, and the other person won’t; I find that this
usually shows that the person without the many hard aspects is the one
who wants the breakup and likely instigates it, and the one with the
many hard aspects isn’t going to be too happy about it!
And, you can assess aaaalllllll of this not only with your natal charts, but
also with the composite chart. You can focus on the transits happening
to the composite chart, and this can tell you more about the conditions
you’re experiencing in the relationship.
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Lesson 2: Transits Example
For a celebrity example of some of this, if you got the Intro to Love
Astrology mini class, you know I brought up George Clooney and his 1st
house Aries Venus contributing to his burning through relationships.
Here is George’s natal chart:
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When he met and married Amal, transit Uranus was conjunct that natal
Venus of his. Uranus can make you want something totally different
from what you’ve wanted before and make different relationship
decisions than you have been. In his case, it meant finally committing to
someone, and someone different from those he’d been with before.
They got married under transit Jupiter trine his natal Venus as well, and
transit Pluto trine his natal 7th house cusp. Saturn was transiting his 8th
house (no more intimacy-less sex), and interestingly, opposing his 7th
house ruler. Both transit Venus and the Sun were in his 7th house of
relationships when they got married, and the Moon was transiting his 7th
and 8th houses. And his progressed 1st and 7th houses moved into new
signs, showing a whole new approach to relationships.
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Lesson 3: Using Electionals
You can also use electional astrology to plan things out (helpful if you
have no known birth time). Electional astrology focuses on what the
planets are doing to each other rather than what they’re doing to your
charts. With electionals, you choose the moment of an event based on
the chart for that specific moment. This is taken from an old electionals
class, and covers the 5 aspects of relationships: going on a first date,
moving in together, getting engaged, getting married, and getting
divorced (start to finish!). Try to hit as many points as you can listed. It’ll
likely be impossible to hit them all, so use your judgment which you’re
going to focus on as most important.
For going on a first date look for:
- The Moon in Leo (ruling dating) or Libra (ruling relationships)
- An applying sextile or trine to Venus by the Moon
- Sextile or trine between Venus and Mars
- Avoid Venus retrograde (if you can’t, absolutely do not allow
Venus retrograde to rule the 1st, 5th, or 7th houses)
- Avoid the ruler of the 1st, 5th, or 7th houses retrograde
- Ascendant in Leo or Libra
- The ruler of the 1st house in the 5th or 7th houses, or the ruler of
the 5th or 7th houses in the 1st house
- Venus in the 1st, 5th or 7th houses
- Avoid Venus in the 12th house
- Jupiter in the 5th or 7th houses
- Avoid malefics in the 7th house
- The 5th or 7th house ruler sextile or trine the 1st house ruler or 1st
house cusp
For moving in together, look for:
- The Moon in Cancer (ruling the home) or Libra
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-

An applying sextile or trine to Venus and Saturn by the Moon
Avoid Venus retrograde
Avoid the rulers of the 1st, 4th, or 7th houses retrograde
Ascendant in Cancer or Libra
The ruler of the 1st house in the 4th, 5th, or 7th houses
The ruler of the 4th house in the 5th or 7th houses
The rulers of the 5th or 7th houses in the 4th house
Venus in the 1st, 4th, or 7th houses
Jupiter in the 1st, 4th, or 7th houses
Avoid malefics in the 4th house
The 4th house ruler sextile or trine the 1st house ruler or cusp
The 4th house ruler sextile or trine the 7th house ruler or cusp
The Moon sextile or trine the 5th or 7th house ruler or cusp

For getting engaged, look for:
- The Moon in Libra
- An applying sextile or trine to Venus and Saturn by the Moon
- Sextile or trine between Venus and Saturn
- Avoid Venus retrograde
- Avoid the ruler of the 1st, 7th, or 10th houses retrograde
- Ascendant in Libra
- The ruler of the 1st house in the 7th house
- The ruler of the 7th house in the 1st or 10th houses
- Venus in the 1st, 5th, or 7th houses
- Jupiter in the 1st, 5th, or 7th houses
- Avoid malefics in the 7th or 10th houses
- The 5th, 7th, or 10th house ruler sextile or trine the 1st house ruler
or 1st house cusp
For getting married, look for:
- The Moon in Libra or a fixed sign (grounding energy that lasts)
- An applying sextile or trine to Venus by the Moon
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- Well-aspected Venus
- Avoid Venus retrograde (unless both people have Venus
retrograde in the natal or progressed charts
- Avoid the ruler of the 1st or 7th houses retrograde
- Ascendant in Libra or a fixed sign
- The ruler of the 1st house in the 7th house or 7th house ruler in the
1st house
- Venus in the 1st, 3rd (expressing love), 5th, 7th, 10th, or 11th
(groups) houses
- Avoid malefics in the 1st or 7th houses
- The 7th house ruler sextile or trine the 1st house ruler or 1st house
cusp
For getting divorced, look for:
- The Moon in Libra or Sagittarius (the law)
- An applying sextile or trine to Jupiter by the Moon
- Avoid Jupiter retrograde unless you have Jupiter retrograde in the
natal or progressed chart
- Avoid the rulers of the 1st, 7th, or 9th houses retrograde
- Ascendant in Libra, Sagittarius, or Pisces (dissolving)
- The ruler of the 1st house in the 7th or 9th houses
- The rulers of the 7th or 9th houses in the 1st house
- Venus in the 9th or 12th houses (ending)
- Saturn in the 7th or 9th houses
- The 9th house ruler sextile or trine the 1st house ruler or 1st house
cusp
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Class 4: Chemistry
Lesson 1: Indicators of Sexual Chemistry
So focus on love and commitment is great and all, but if there’s no
sexual chemistry and it’s a romantic relationship, then there’s not much
of the romance going on. So, what creates a lot of sizzle? First, look at
Venus and Mars connections. If your Venus aspects their Mars or their
Venus aspects your Mars, this can create a strong sexual connection.
Venus is sensuality while Mars is desire and action, so their connection
helps to take action on sensual desires. The conjunction is best because
it shows you’re on the same wavelength and want the same things, but
the square and opposition can actually create the strongest sizzle being
hard aspects. Sextiles and trines create a more pleasant connection, but
not as strong as the others.
Then there is the 8th house, the house of intimacy and sex. When
someone has a natal planet or angle that falls in your 8th house, you can
feel some major sexual attraction to them, except when it’s Saturn (since
Saturn restricts). If one of your planets falls in someone else’s 8th house,
that can make them attracted to you. You can also experience sexual
attraction to a lesser extent if they have a planet (except Saturn)
conjunct your 8th house ruler, or a personal planet conjunct, square, or
opposite your natal Pluto (Pluto is natural ruler of the 8th house). The
downside to the 8th house though is it’s very heavy energy emotionally,
and Pluto/8th house rules power struggles, control issues, and
obsession, so you want to be careful with that. But the attraction can be
great! (this may be more of an issue in nonsexual relatiobships since
there’s no sexual outlet for the energy)
The most important position though is Eros (number 433), asteroid of
sex. Eros is pure sex, no worrying about intimacy, commitment, or any of
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that stuff. It’s a little bit of what you want in a primal sense. If someone
has a planet (except Saturn) conjunct your natal Eros, or you have one
conjunct theirs, this can create a lot of sexual chemistry (especially the
personal planets). You generally want your Eros to be in compatible
signs (so remember elemental compatibility from the synastry class).
Some other synastry connections that can show a strong sexual
connection are connections between Venus conjunct, square, or
opposite Uranus (Uranus may be present with unusual connections) or
Mars conjunct an angle (angles are points of action and Mars stimulates
desire).
Some composite chart positions that can show a strong sexual
connection are planets in the 8th house (aside of Saturn, though Saturn
can sometimes show taking your sexual commitment/exclusivity
seriously), composite Venus and Mars in aspect (especially conjunct,
square, or opposite), composite Eros in the 1st, 5th, 7th, or 8th house,
composite Eros aspecting one of the composite angles, composite
Venus conjunct, square, or opposite composite Uranus or Pluto,
composite Mars in the 1st or 5th house, or composite Mars aspecting
one of the composite angles.
You can also compare each of your individual charts to the composite
chart and assess for sexual chemistry individually. This may show one of
you being a lot more sexually attracted than the other!
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Lesson 2: Chemistry Examples
When I looked up the charts for the royals, I was struck by Meghan and
Harry’s chemistry - it’s pretty strong! That sizzle might be what brought
them together in the first place. Their synastry chart with Eros:
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First, Venus and Mars. Meghan’s Venus is in Virgo and Harry’s Mars is in
Sagittarius, so they square. Harry’s Venus is in Libra and Meghan’s Mars
is in Cancer, also square. Double Venus-Mars squares, aye heat! On top
of that, her Virgo Venus squares his Sagittarius Uranus. Must’ve been
quick.
Second, Harry’s Mercury is conjunct his 8th house cusp. Mercury
naturally rules the 3rd house and Virgo, and Meghan’s Venus is in Virgo
and conjunct the 3rd house cusp. That’s not a super obvious chemistry
connection on the surface, but also adds to their sizzle.
Third, Meghan’s Venus, Moon, Saturn, and Jupiter all fall in Harry’s 8th
house. It’s a good thing Saturn’s there to ground some of the energy
otherwise they might have been more of an intense fling!
Fourth, his Eros is at 22 degrees Sagittarius conjunct her Neptune at 22
degrees Sagittarius. So it might be a transcendent, soulful experience
between them. Her Eros is at 3 degrees 33 minutes Taurus EXACTLY
trine his Jupiter at 3 degrees 33 minutes Capricorn. An abundance of
chemistry!
And in their composite chart, Venus and Mars are conjunct out-of-sign,
and Eros is in Aquarius conjunct the 11th house cusp - don’t want to
know the kink that’s bringing out, thanks!
Another one I figured had to have something strong was Katy Perry and
her ex Russell Brand (they hopped to it fast and came apart just as
quick!). It’s all Eros with them: her Eros is in Capricorn, his Ascendant
sign, and sandwiched between Mars and Jupiter, and he has Mars
conjunct Jupiter (and Moon) in Aries; his Eros is conjunct the 8th house
cusp, which naturally connects to Scorpio, and holy cow is she super
Scorpio (triple Scorpio - Sun, Moon, Rising - plus Sun conjunct Scorpio
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ruler Pluto, and Mercury and Saturn in Scorpio); and in their composite
chart, Eros is in Scorpio (to go with all of her Scorpio and his Eros on the
8th) and is conjunct Uranus in the house Uranus naturally rules, the 11th
house - fast and furious and very very weird! (Orlando Bloom is a much
better fit for her btw, he gets her Scorpio energy being a Scorpio Moon
himself, but has a much more grounded chart than Brand and links
nicely to her Capricorn Mars/Jupiter and Taurus North Node in the 7th
house, which says she needs a nice and stable relationship with a nice
and stable person)
Another that struck me at the time was Nina Dobrev and Ian
Somerhalder. They have the Venus-Mars conjunction with her Venus in
Sagittarius conjunct his Mars in Sagittarius (and under 1 degree). Their
composite Venus is conjunct Uranus and North Node in Sagittarius as
well. She was very young when they first got together, and Sagittarius
likes the student-teacher kind of thing. His Venus and Uranus in Scorpio
also conjunct her Pluto. Her Eros is conjunct Mars in Aries, and his Moon
is Aries.
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Lesson 3: What You’re Into by Sign
Now here’s a quick rundown of what the signs want from sex (this can
apply to your natal Venus, Mars, Eros, or 8th house cusp signs, or
planets conjunct; it may also apply to the composite positions, and
could explain being into something together that maybe you weren’t
into with anyone else):
Aries: Aries wants to take charge in sex, and may be more focused on
what they want and not care quite so much what the other person
wants. Aries doesn’t like to take sex too seriously, and wants to enjoy
itself. Aries can be quick to initiative sex, and doesn’t want to think too
much about it. Aries doesn’t usually need a ton of foreplay, likes
quickies, and a little spontaneity. Their head and face can be sensitive to
touch as well.
Taurus: Taurus is the slow burn sign, so quickies tend to be out. It takes
time for Taurus to get going, but once Taurus starts, it’s going for a
while. Block out some time! Can’t go wrong with stimulating the senses
with Taurus through food, drink, music, water, dance. Taurus doesn’t
mind getting dirty (sometimes literally in the dirt!). Taurus can be turned
on by nature and the outdoors, but also by luxurious surroundings and
fancy hotel rooms. Taurus likes massages, and the neck can be extra
sensitive.
Gemini: Gemini is the sign of the mind, so you may need to make love to
the mind before you make love to the body. As Gemini rules
communication, dirty talk can go over well, and this is the sign ruling
oral sex. Gemini can think up lots of fantasies, but may not act on them
without a loooot of coaxing. Conversation can be foreplay for Gemini,
and their shoulders, arms, and hands can be most sensitive.
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Cancer: Cancer is the sign of emotions, so this sign usually wants an
emotional connection before a physical one. Physical and emotional
intimacy can go hand-in-hand. Cancer can be attentive in bed, wanting
to tend to your needs, and may be most turned on in really romantic
settings (even cheesy!). Cancer may not be very open about what they
want though, so you have to get them to open up. Cancer rules the
chest, which can be most sensitive (and can be really into boobs).
Leo: Leo loves the hunt, but usually wants to be the one chased instead
of doing the chasing. Leo wants to feel like the prize, and may demand a
lot of attention sexually. At the same time, Leo wants praise for their
own technique. Leo tends to either be a very selfish lover or a very
generous lover. Leo can love role-playing (and really get into character).
Leo rules the back and the heart, so the back can be most sensitive, and
the areas right over their heart.
Virgo: Virgo may be the Virgin, but that’s usually not literal! Virgo rules
sexual extremes, and can go from prolonged periods of celibacy or near
celibacy to being a sexual beast. Kinkiness and perversions are under
the domain of Virgo. Virgo tends to take a “health” approach to sex,
seeing it more as a perfectly normal, physically healthy experience, so
there may not be too much judging on what you’re into, but there also
may not be as much intimacy. Virgo may prefer a clean place to have
sex, or showering first. Virgo rules the solar plexus, which can be most
sensitive.
Libra: Libra rules others, so Libra can be very concerned about their
partner, and Libra wants to make sure their partner is perfectly satisfied.
But this is the sign of the Scales, so they also expect equal
reciprocation. Libra can be most turned on in beautiful, luxurious
surroundings, and after doing something romantic, and may have a hard
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time with surroundings that seem dirty or loud or chaotic in some way.
The lower back can be most sensitive to touch.
Scorpio: Scorpio is the sign ruler of sex in general, so this is usually the
sign people think is the most sexual, but that’s not necessarily the case.
Scorpio can be super passionate and intense, but without an emotional
intimate connection, can get bored, impatient, and unsatisfied. Have that
connection, and Scorpio is all in. Scorpio rules power and control, so this
sign can be into BDSM (though this can link more strongly to asteroid
Sado, number 118230).
Sagittarius: Sagittarius takes the lightness of a fire sign and mixes it with
the physical passion of previous sign, Scorpio, and can be super
passionate but without the intense strings. Sagittarius loves the game,
and knows how to play it well. This is the sign of free-wheeling sexual
endeavours, having many partners (or at least many without
commitment). Sagittarius is open to exploring cultural views of sex, and
experimenting with positions. Sagittarius likes being the teacher or
having a teacher.
Capricorn: Capricorn is the authority figure, so Capricorn may want to be
in charge or be with someone who is. Capricorn isn’t really into teaching
though, so you’ve got to already be trained by someone else before
sleeping with them. Capricorn is the traditional sign, so they may take a
more traditional approach to sex and not be into anything too kinky.
They do tend to keep quiet about their sex lives. This is an earth sign, so
they can be surprisingly sensual.
Aquarius: Aquarius is the experimental sign, so this sign can be
experimental in bed, and willing to try some things that seem weird.
Aquarius is a fairly distant sign, so there may not be much passion,
intensity, or emotion involved. Even though Virgo is the Virgin, Aquarius
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is really the one who doesn’t need sex. Though since Aquarius rules
groups, an orgy might work! (lol actually orgies are governed by
asteroid Bacchus, number 2063). You may want to change things up
frequently with Aquarius, or boredom kicks in fast.
Pisces: Pisces is a mutable water sign, which makes it the most fluid and
flowy, so Pisces can be into a lot of different things at any moment.
Pisces can be into one thing one day, and something else the next.
Pisces is highly adaptable to whatever their partner is into, so very little
may be off of the table. Pisces rules imagination, so stimulating their
imagination can turn them on, and Pisces is super romantic, so they can
also be turned on from romantic gestures. Also, Pisces rules feet (so add
in some Virgo and you’ve got a foot fetish!).
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Extra
Spotting Who to Avoid
Now to something you really want to know - how to spot someone to
avoid! LOL! Now, not every position outlined is doomed to be the bad
boy/girl associated with it; every position has a positive and negative
expression, and if they’ve done the work often associated with these
positions, they can express it positively. But make sure they’re doing
that before you throw caution to the wind!
Start with the two-faced jerk - this is often seen with a personal planet
(Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars - also sometimes the Ascendant)
anaretic (at 29 degrees) in Gemini (ruler of the Twins - no surprise!). In
the natal chart, this can be a natural thing for them (they may not even
realize that they are two-faced). When they’ve recognized and worked
through whatever challenge is associated with their anaretic planet,
then they can drop the two-face and become a dynamic, but open,
personality. You may also see this with an anaretic 3rd house cusp
(naturally connects to Gemini), and anaretic Mercury in general of any
sign (since Mercury rules Gemini, but it’s worse when in Gemini). This
can occur temporarily with planets that enter 29 degrees Gemini in the
progressed chart as well.
What about cheaters? Difficult Pisces energy can surprisingly be prone
to cheating, but usually not in a way where they’re trying to hurt you;
instead they just get lost in the romantic notions of the moment and
don't think too much about the consequences; I’ve noticed this a lot with
Pisces Venus. You can also look at squares and oppositions between
Neptune (ruler of Pisces) and the Sun, Moon, Venus, or Mars, or a
particularly prominent/challenged. If they have a prominent Saturn that
isn’t too afflicted, that can counteract a lot of the Neptune/Pisces
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energy. Squares and oppositions between Venus and Pluto can show
someone who cheats to get at you, the vengeful one (though it may be
more in retaliation for something bad you’ve done - so don’t do bad!).
Chiron can also be involved when it’s on the side of sex addiction, and
it’s usually a highly sexual chart that goes with that; JFK and Bill Clinton
are good examples, with JFK having a loaded 8th house - house of sex and Clinton having Moon in the 8th and a wide Libra stellium starting
with Mars on his Ascendant and including Venus, Neptune, Chiron, and
Jupiter; even though neither came out as sex addicts, their charts seem
to say they are/were:
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Casanovas? Well this one’s easy, check out asteroid Casanova (number
7328) - look for Casanova especially challenged, conjunct a planet, one
of the nodes, or an angle. Example: Leonardo DiCaprio has asteroid
Casanova conjunct his Mercury and Uranus in Libra (sign of
relationships), and while his Casanova isn’t anaretic, the two planets it’s
conjunct are! His Neptune is also conjunct his North Node.
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The stalker? Strong Pluto/8th house/Scorpio energy (obsessive!),
particularly if it lines up with strong connections to your own chart (so
even if they're not obsessive with everyone, they may be with you - you
may want to be especially careful with anyone whose natal Pluto is
conjunct any of your natal personal planets or angles). On the upside,
this can be great for chemistry, but that can mean that can create a
more difficult connection at times (you get caught up in the sex haze
and lose track of reality!). It can be good for business connections (just
maybe keep it business only!).
The commitment-phobe? Jupiter/Sagittarius is the eternal
bachelor/ette. It can be hard to tie down someone with strong Jupiter or
Sagittarius energy (most often Jupiter conjunct Venus or Mars,
Sagittarius Venus/Mars, or a natal Sagittarius stellium). Sometimes this
can also be seen with independent Uranus, and if someone has a strong
natal Uranus, they may want more space than “commitment” can give
them. Also, difficult natal Saturn can make it hard for someone to
commit (remember Clooney).
What about the liar-liar-pants-on-fire? There are some asteroids to
check out - Veritas (490), Truth (249521), and Fides (37) - and if they are
prominent in their natal chart, particularly difficulty aspected (especially
by Jupiter!), then there may be some issues with "bending" the truth (to
be nice!). Look for conjunct or opposite a personal planet or angle (and
remember asteroids have a tight orb of 2 degrees). On the flip side, this
can also make someone super truthful (to a fault), and it tends to go one
way or the other (either super blunt or pathological liar).
And the momma's boy? Cancer and the Moon rule the mother, so if
there's strong Cancer or a prominent Moon, mommy may figure a bit
too prominently in their life. Now, it’s nice when they have a good
relationship with their mother, you just don’t want a smothering
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relationship! If they have an afflicted Moon or 4th house, that may be
more of an issue. Also Chiron in Cancer or the 4th house (since Chiron
rules wounds). And I find that those with a strong Black Moon Lilith also
tend to have “difficult” mothers.
I also wanted to include an old newsletter article about the astrology of
being catfished - since that’s a whole other kind of problem!:
Being catfished is such a modern-times, 1st-world problem, but a pretty
common one, it seems. What is likely going on that leads one to be
catfished? If you guessed Neptune, give yourself a cookie! Neptune is
the planet of deception, whether it's someone else deceiving us or us
deceiving ourselves - and both of those things are usually the case
when you're catfished. Neptune has the rose-colored glasses and wants
to believe in the fantasy created in your head, and believes whatever
wonderful lies it's told. This can be a temporary problem with transit
Neptune, and when he's conjunct, square, or opposite your natal Sun,
Moon, Mercury, Venus, or 1st or 7th house rulers, this is something you
always have to be careful of. Get grounded and if there's a nagging
feeling that it's too good to be true, well that's probably your intuition
telling you something! Since it's by transit, it's only temporary, but transit
Neptune aspects can last quite a while (on and off for up to a couple
years), so stay on top of yourself.
If you have a strong natal Neptune (or strong Pisces energy, the sign
Neptune rules), then this is something you have to be mindful of your
entire life. You're just naturally someone who is prone to the fantasies
and who wants to see the best in people, and unless you also have
some strong Pluto/Scorpio/8th house or Saturn/Capricorn/10th house
(the rulers of reality), you can be more susceptible than most to being
taken for a ride by people. Setting up boundaries - spiritually, mentally,
and emotionally - is suuuper important for you to help avoid the
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downfalls. It can also be helpful for you to strengthen your connection
to your intuition, which can be very very strong but often is quite
scattered until you get some control over it. Once you do control it, your
intuition can help you figure out who to trust (and who not to).
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Performing a Relationship Analysis
First, you want to assess synastry to gauge compatibility. For each
planet for both people, write down:
Sign location
Element of sign
House location
Element of house
Planets conjunct the planet
Signs the planets conjunct rule
The house(s) the planet rules
What signs naturally link to that house
Is the planet retrograde
Is the planet at a critical or anaretic degree
Is the planet intercepted
Is the planet on the North or South Node
Focus on connections with the Sun-Moon-Rising, Venus-Mars, and
Jupiter and the personal planets for helpful connections. You can
consider if many positions are square or opposite between the two
charts since this can create a lot of friction between the two people.
Sometimes this can increase sexual chemistry, but without lots of
supportive positive connections, it can ultimately be an extremely
challenging relationship.
Also consider if there are repeating themes between the two charts, like
both people have Moon opposite Pluto or both have a challenged Mars.
In these cases, even though the specific aspect or position is
challenging in the natal chart, it can be a source of understanding
between the two people since it’s something both have to deal with.
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Then do an overlay and put each person’s planets in the other person’s
houses. Remember that it’s what I (my planet) do to you (your house)
and what you (your planet) do to me (my house). Keep in mind what the
energy of each planet is and what each house rules:
Sun shines a light and brings attention
Moon brings out emotions
Mercury brings out ideas and communication
Venus brings pleasant energy and affection
Mars brings lots of energy and drive
Jupiter brings expansive and lucky energy
Saturn brings restrictions and lessons
Uranus brings changes, the unconventional, and erratic energy
Neptune brings foggy energy and need for intuition
Pluto brings transforming energy and need to manage power/control
1st house is self
2nd house is finances, values, self-esteem
3rd house is communication
4th house is home/family and foundation
5th house is love, creativity, fun
6th house is work, health, daily life
7th house is others, relationships
8th house is shared resources, the dark underbelly
9th house is higher learning, travel, beliefs
10th house is career, goals, direction
11th house is friends, dreams, future, causes
12th house is spirituality, the past, subconscious mind, hides energy
Second, assess the composite chart. Make note of the sign and house
location of the personal planets, the house location of the outer planets,
and the aspects they make and houses they rule. You can think of a
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composite chart almost like a natal chart and what would apply to an
individual natal chart instead applies to the composite chart for two
people.
Compare the composite chart to the natal charts for each person as well
to get an idea of how each person feels about the relationship
separately. You can almost do a synastry for each person with the
composite chart to see how they interact with and are impacted by the
relationship individually. (since we are usually impacted by relationships
differently!)
Third, look at transits. Check aspects for each person:
Transit aspects to the 5th and 7th house rulers
Transit aspects to the 5th and 7th house cusps
Planets in the 5th and 7th houses
Transit aspects to natal and progressed Venus
Progressions involving the natal or progressed 5th or 7th houses or
Venus
Progressed planets in Libra (sign of relationships)
Retrogrades in the 5th or 7th houses
New/full moons or eclipses in the 5th or 7th houses or aspecting natal
or progressed Venus
While synastry and composites tell you about compatibility and the
heart of the relationship, transits tell you if there is anything standing in
the way now, or if there is good energy to keep moving forward
together. Many hard aspects by Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto can
be difficult to overcome and often show nothing good coming if early in
the relationship. In an established relationship, it can show a challenging
time that needs to be handled with care to survive.
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You also need to look at transits with the composite chart, and hard
aspects can similarly show hard times for the relationship. You’ll also
want to progress the composite chart (can be done for free in astro.com
in Extended Chart Selection) and assess the progressed composite
chart against the regular composite chart, and against both people’s
natal and progressed charts.
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Transit Aspects to Composite Planets
These are general interpretations for when the transit planets are
aspecting the composite chart planets (transit planets in the composite
houses are in the composite interpretations e-book; this is separate
since it’s not provided on the website, only in AstroLove!). You can get
an idea of what to expect as you’re looking at upcoming transit aspects
to the composite chart. When you’re assessing the transit aspects, make
sure to consider the house(s) the planet rules in the composite chart as
well, since this may be where the energy of the aspect is funneled (just
like when transit aspects to your natal planets).
Transit Aspects to the Composite Sun
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can bring
helpful energy to the relationship around the day it’s exact. It can shine a
light on positive things going on between you, and help you focus
together. When the transit Sun is square or opposite the composite Sun,
this can make you more aware of challenges that exist in the
relationship, and bring out more friction. You may need to work on
internet or external issues within the relationship together. When the
transit Sun is conjunct the composite Sun, this creates a composite
Solar Return, and you may find that something is coming home, so to
speak, in the relationship.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can
help with the emotional connection in the relationship. You may be
more supportive of each other, and can strengthen the foundation of
the relationship, albeit temporarily since Moon aspects only last a few
hours. When the transit Moon is square or opposite the composite Sun,
this can create emotional upheaval in the relationship, and you may
struggle with being subjective with one another. Under the opposition,
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you may focus on ending something together. When the transit Moon is
conjunct the composite Sun, this can make you more open with what
you feel with one another, and you may focus on starting something
new together.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can
improve communication in the relationship, and you may be more
expressive with one another. When transit Mercury is square or opposite
the composite Sun, this can create communication difficulties in the
relationship, and you may have an argument or not see eye-to-eye on
something. When transit Mercury is conjunct the composite Sun, this
can bring out important ideas and plans together, or make you much
more open with what you’re thinking with one another.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can help
you to be more pleasant with one another, and you can generally feel
more at ease with the connection. In a love relationship, you may be
more affectionate. When transit Venus is square or trine the composite
Sun, you may be more stubborn and obstinate with one another, and
not want to deal with issues that arise. When transit Venus is conjunct
the composite Sun, this can bring out good feelings between you, and in
a love relationship, you can express affection more easily. You may be
more compromising, and strive to keep the peace.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine the composite Sun, you may have
more energy and drive when you’re with each other, or more energy
and drive to focus on your relationship. You may be more positive about
the connection. When transit Mars is square or opposite the composite
Sun, you may struggle with one another, get into a fight, feel frustrated
with the relationship, and can push back against one another. When
transit Mars is conjunct the composite Sun, there can be extra energy in
the relationship between you that needs to be used up. It can be helpful
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for starting anything new together, but if not used, may lead to fights
and frustration.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can bring
great energy to the relationship, and you can make improvements in the
connection or do something fun together. You may pursue
opportunities together, especially in professional connections. When
transit Jupiter is square or opposite the composite Sun, this can make
you lazier when dealing with one another or the relationship, and you
may need some space from each other. When transit Jupiter is conjunct
the composite Sun, this can make you more positive together, want to
expand your relationship in new ways, and can explore together.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can help
with commitment between you. You can feel more loyal, more
committed to the relationship, and can feel things are more stable.
When transit Saturn is square or opposite the composite Sun, this can
make you feel restricted and limited in the relationship, and you may not
have as much time for one another (or don’t want to spend time with
one another). Commitment to the relationship may be challenged. When
transit Saturn is conjunct the composite Sun, commitment can be
strengthened if you feel this is the right relationship for the two of you. If
not, then there can be a parting of ways as the restrictive energy of
Saturn becomes too stifling.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine the composite Sun, you can deal
with one another in new and different ways, and make changes in the
relationship that are beneficial. When transit Uranus is square or
opposite the composite Sun, you may experience unstable energy,
changes that are difficult to manage, and one or both of you may act
erratically. There may be restless, rebellious energy to deal with, and a
major change in likely needed, but it needs to be undertaken the right
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way. When transit Uranus is conjunct the composite Sun, change can
feel inevitable, but you can take control of it together and make the
change positive. If you refuse, then the change can take over the
relationship.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine the composite Sun, you can feel
the spiritual connection between you to be strong, and you can be more
pleasant and accommodating of one another. When transit Neptune is
square or opposite the composite Sun, you may struggle with seeing
the issues that exist in the relationship, which allows them to grow and
get worse until you push through the fog to see the reality. It may be
difficult to be realistic together, and you can be more easily
manipulated. When transit Neptune is conjunct the composite Sun, you
can be the spiritual connection strongly, as if there is a reason you’re in
one another lives at the moment, and you can move together intuitively.
But you can also be under a strong fog that doesn’t lift until the
conjunction is over, and there can be a big mess underneath it if you’re
not making sure to stay tethered to the ground together.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine the composite Sun, this can help
improve intimacy in personal relationships, and improve usage of
resources in professional relationships. You can make small
transformations for the better together. When transit Pluto is square or
opposite the composite Sun, this can bring out anything that is deeply
hidden in the relationship, and any simmering anger, bottled up rage or
hatred or envy. You may bring out the worst in one another at times, and
have to work on major transformations and to be as respectful and
understanding as possible, not allowing emotion to take over
everything. When transit Pluto is conjunct the composite Sun, this
makes a major transformation extremely important, otherwise there can
be incredible struggles over power and control within the relationship,
and one may try to dominate the other, or you may encounter others
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who try to control the two of you. If you work with the energy, you can
emerge stronger together and with a very strong bond.
Transit Aspects to the Composite Moon
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can be
beneficial for the emotional connection between you, and shine a light
on how you connect emotionally in personal relationships. It can create
an ease between you. When the transit Sun is square or opposite the
composite Moon, this can be difficult for being on the same page
emotionally, expressing yourself emotionally, and you may cause each
other upset. Under the opposition, there may be something that comes
to the surface and needs to be dealt with. When the transit Sun is
conjunct the composite Moon, this can create strong emotional energy,
and you may focus on something emotionally together, work on the
foundation of something, or start something new.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can
bring an emotional ease between you, and help with emotional
understanding. When the transit Moon is square or opposite the
composite Moon, this can show emotional difficulties, and you may feel
the foundation of the relationship is shaky and needs to be tended to.
When the transit Moon is conjunct the composite Moon, this time of the
month can bring your focus together to the relationship, the base of
your connection, and you can come back together to focus on
something.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can
help with being authentic in your communications, and being
understood. When transit Mercury is square or opposite the composite
Moon, this can make communication more difficult, and you may have a
misunderstanding or fight. When transit Mercury is conjunct the
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composite Moon, this can bring out important communications, and you
can find it important to open up.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can
generate positive feelings for one another and the relationship, and you
can get along more easily. When transit Venus is square or opposite the
composite Moon, this can make you more stubborn with one another
when upset, and you may need to work on being more open. There can
also be laziness together. When transit Venus is conjunct the composite
Moon, this can be a great aspect for personal relationships, and you can
express feelings of affection more easily. All relationships can feel more
emotionally at ease and balanced.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can spur
you to take action together. You can feel driven emotionally, and you
can make improvements to the core of the relationship. When transit
Mars is square or opposite the composite Moon, this can make you
short with one another, easily angered, and quick to fight. Avoid
impulsive behavior. When transit Mars is conjunct the composite Moon,
this can make you feel more secure in the relationship and focused on
strengthening the core of your connection. As it grows strong, you can
feel more driven together.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine the composite Moon, this can help
with the emotional connection and strengthen the core of the
relationship. You can feel much more at ease emotionally, and feel the
relationship is easier. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite the
composite Moon, the foundation may be a little shaky of the
relationship, and you may be lazier together. You may also want more
emotional space from one another. When transit Jupiter is conjunct the
composite Moon, this can help you to expand your emotional
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connection, deepen an emotional bond, and make you feel more
emotionally secure.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine the composite Moon, you can feel
more emotionally stable and secure in the relationship and when
dealing with one another. When transit Saturn is square or opposite the
composite Moon, this can make emotional expression a challenge, and
you may feel emotionally stifled together or by the relationship. There
may be something important that needs to be addressed, otherwise a
crack can appear in the foundation. When transit Saturn is conjunct the
composite Moon, this can help you strengthen the foundation together,
but you also may hold back emotionally and have to work on opening
up, not letting responsibility take over.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine the composite Moon, you can feel
open to trying new ways to strengthen the foundation of the relationship
and trying new things together. When transit Uranus is square or
opposite the composite Moon, this can breed emotional instability in the
relationship, and cause changes that shake the foundation. You may
need to work together to be more flexible and open to change. When
transit Uranus is conjunct the composite Moon, you can work on
changes and do things differently, but you may also want more
independence from one another at times. A major change in the
dynamic of your relationship may occur.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine the composite Moon, you can
feel a strong emotional connection that also feels spiritual. You can be
more compassionate and considerate of one another. When transit
Neptune is square or opposite the composite Moon, you can experience
difficulty understanding what may be happening at the core of the
relationship, and issues may arise that can be difficult to understand.
You may need to strengthen your spiritual and emotional connection to
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survive. When transit Neptune is conjunct the composite Moon, you
may be more empathic with one another emotionally, sensing what the
other is feeling, and can be more creative and artistic together. But you
may also need to forge stronger emotional boundaries, otherwise they
may be hard to differentiate.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine the composite Moon, you may feel
your emotional connection undergoes a little transformation, but for the
better. You can feel your emotional bond is stronger and more secure.
When transit Pluto is square or opposite the composite Moon,
deeply-held emotional issues can come out, and you may struggle with
major issues internally or externally. A major transformation likely needs
to be made in the relationship, otherwise there can be enormous fights
for power and control. When transit Pluto is conjunct the composite
Moon, you can focus on strengthening your emotional bond, and feel
more powerful together than apart, but you may also give in to darker
impulses at times and need to control that.
Transit Aspects to Composite Mercury
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Mercury, this can
improve communications, and you can feel more expressive with one
another. When the transit Sun is square or opposite composite Mercury,
there may be a struggle to openly communicate, and you may need to
watch for misunderstandings or fights. When the transit Sun is conjunct
composite Mercury, there can be a meeting of the minds, you can open
up about something, and communication can flow.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Mercury, this can
help you to say what you feel and mean the things you say with one
another, improving the heart-mind connection in the relationship. When
the transit Moon is square or opposite composite Mercury, this can bring
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out upset and fighting, and you may need to watch what you say to one
another when upset. When the transit Moon is conjunct composite
Mercury, this can make it important for you to open up with one another
about something, and you can be more honest and authentic.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Mercury, this can be
great for communication and expression. You can open up about
something or talk over something important. When transit Mercury is
square or opposite composite Mercury, this can make communication
difficult, and you may have misunderstandings. You may need to work
on seeing eye-to-eye. When transit Mercury is conjunct composite
Mercury, communicating may feel easier, or there may be something
important that you’re both focused on together.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Mercury, this can make
communications between you more charming and pleasant. You can
agree on things and not get into it over too much. When transit Venus is
square or opposite composite Mercury, you may struggle with saying
the wrong things, and need to watch how you’re communicating with
one another. Be considerate. When transit Venus is conjunct composite
Mercury, you can make a compromise, strike a balance, or have good
conversation.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Mercury, there can be
extra communications between you, and you can have more to share
with one another. When transit Mars is square or opposite composite
Mercury, you can struggle with seeing eye-to-eye and communicating,
and can fight. You may need to let your heads cool. When transit Mars is
conjunct composite Mercury, you can have a lot to say and share with
one another, and you can be more open.
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When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Mercury, this can
increase the ideas and conversations flowing between you, and you can
get along better when you communicate. You may expand your view of
things together. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite composite
Mercury, you can struggle with open communication, and may be prone
to being inauthentic (or flat out lying). Think about what you say and how
you say it. When transit Jupiter is conjunct composite Mercury, there
can be ideas and plans you pursue, and you can enjoy communicating
with one another.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Mercury, mental energy
can seem more stabilized, and communications can be more practical
and focused. When transit Saturn is square or opposite composite
Mercury, this can squash communications, and you may have a hard
time with expression and understanding. You may keep things from one
another, and need to work on opening up and not judging. When transit
Saturn is conjunct composite Mercury, this can make communications
between you more focused on responsibilities, plans, and goals, but
there may be less communications in general.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine composite Mercury, you can open
up to new ideas together and push outside of your mental comfort
zones. You can pursue unconventional solutions to problems. When
transit Uranus is square or opposite composite Mercury, you may have a
hard time with understanding one another. The way you communicate
may need to change, and you may need to work on doing more
listening. When transit Uranus is conjunct composite Mercury, you can
focus on new ideas, new plans, and new ways of doing things. You may
think about your future, but in a whole new way.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine composite Mercury,
communications can be pleasant and charismatic between you. You can
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sense what one another means, even if it’s not what you’re saying.
When transit Neptune is square or opposite composite Mercury,
communication may be difficult, and understanding even harder. The
fog of Neptune gets in the way, and you may need some mental
boundaries. When transit Neptune is conjunct composite Mercury, you
can have a strong sense of what each other are thinking, and you can
merge your ideas and thoughts together seamlessly, but you may need
to maintain boundaries, otherwise you may lose your own opinions.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine composite Mercury, you can work
on powerful ideas together, and get to the heart of matters to find
solutions. When transit Pluto is square or opposite composite Mercury,
you may get into fights, have a hard time hearing one another, and one
may try to dominate the other. Opening up your minds can be
important, and trying not to be controlling. When transit Pluto is
conjunct composite Mercury, this can make the ideas and plans you
work on together more important, and you can transform the way you
communicate. You can have unrelenting focus together, but you may
also need to work on loosening up and being more positive.
Transit Aspects to Composite Venus
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Venus, you can
express affection for one another in a personal relationship, and get
along better overall. When the transit Sun is square or opposite
composite Venus, this can make you more stubborn with one another,
and you may not want to deal with anything important together, feeling
lazy. When the transit Sun is conjunct composite Venus, this can bring
out good feelings, help you compromise and get along, and show
feelings.
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When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can
increase the good feelings you have for one another, and you can feel
emotionally at ease together. When the transit Moon is square or
opposite composite Venus, this can bring out laziness when dealing
with one another or the relationship, and you may be more stubborn
when upset. When the transit Moon is conjunct composite Venus, this
can greatly increase positive feelings, affection in personal relationships,
and help you to compromise and avoid fighting.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can make
communications more pleasant, and you can enjoy communicating with
one another. When transit Mercury is square or opposite composite
Venus, you may have a hard time with communicating, and can dig into
your positions, so you may need to open up. When transit Mercury is
conjunct composite Venus, you can share good feelings, connect
mentally, and get on the same page.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can bring
out good feelings and affection in personal relationships, and you can
enjoy one another and the relationship. When transit Venus is square or
opposite composite Venus, you may not want to be very affection, or
compromising, or pleasant, and can be a little lazy. When transit Venus
is conjunct composite Venus, this can bring out the positive ways you
feel about each other or the positive ways the relationship impacts your
life.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can help
increase creative energy between you. In a romantic relationship, you
can be more passionate. When transit Mars is square or opposite
composite Venus, you may get into fights, but in a romantic relationship,
this can lead to increased sizzle. Outside of a romantic relationship,
another outlet needs to be found to release the energy. When transit
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Mars is conjunct composite Venus, there can be an increase in affection
in personal relationships, and a drive to create something new together.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can
increase affection in personal relationships, and you can enjoy being
around one another more. The relationship can seem calmer. When
transit Jupiter is square or opposite composite Venus, this can increase
laziness between you, and you may be more stubborn and selfish.
Making yourselves move might be needed. When transit Jupiter is
conjunct composite Venus, you can be open with your good feelings,
and make compromises, find balance in the relationship, and keep the
peace together.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Venus, stable energy
can come into the relationship, and you can feel more secure in your
commitment. When transit Saturn is square or opposite composite
Venus, affection may be lacking in personal relationships, and you may
not want to be around each other too much. You may feel love is
lacking in a love relationship. Something may be hanging over the two
of you that needs to be addressed. When transit Saturn is conjunct
composite Venus, you can feel more committed to the relationship if it’s
healthy and positive, but may break away if it isn’t.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine composite Venus, you can show
affection for one another in new ways in personal relationships, and
enjoy doing new things together. When transit Uranus is square or trine
composite Uranus, you may struggle with rebellious energy, feel
restless and agitated, and the relationship may seem unsteady and
erratic. Getting control over the erratic energy can be important. When
transit Uranus is conjunct composite Venus, some part of the
relationship can undergo a big change, and you can do something
unconventional together.
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When transit Neptune is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can
increase the good feelings you have, and you can be much more
pleasant, charismatic, and have an easier time getting along. When
transit Neptune is square or opposite composite Venus, you may have
difficulty seeing things in the relationship as they really are, and need to
work on being more realistic, otherwise things may not be what you
think they are. When transit Neptune is conjunct composite Venus, you
may feel spiritually connected to one another in a strong way, but also
need to make sure you’re not seeing the relationship with rose-colored
glasses, and have good boundaries.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine composite Venus, this can help you
feel more bonded to one another and the relationship. You can take the
connection seriously, and find solutions together. When transit Pluto is
square or opposite composite Venus, there may be a struggle over
power and control, and love issued may come out in personal
relationships. You have to work on being more open with one another
and not being so dark or angry. When transit Pluto is conjunct
composite Venus, this can strengthen intimacy in personal relationships,
and a transformation may occur in the relationship, but you do need to
make sure you avoid power/control issues.
Transit Aspects to Composite Mars
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Mars, there can be a
lot of energy between the two of you to get things done and be active
together. You can feel more energized to focus on the relationship.
When the transit Sun is square or opposite composite Mars, this can
bring out anger and frustration, and you can easily fight. You may need
to channel energy into something productive together. When the transit
Sun is conjunct composite Mars, this can help you take initiative
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together and be active, but you can also get into fights if you’re not
being busy.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Mars, the emotions
you have for one another or the relationship can act to drive and inspire
you. If you live together, you may make improvements in your living
environment. When the transit Moon is square or opposite composite
Mars, fighting can be brutal and you can each pull some punches. Try to
keep calm and find something else to channel emotional energy for the
few hours this is in effect. When the transit Moon is conjunct composite
Mars, you can feel emotionally driven to do something together (this
may be through the house composite Mars is located or rules).
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Mars, this can
increase communication between you, and you can work on taking an
idea or plan and moving forward with it together. When transit Mercury
is square or opposite composite Mars, you may be prone to fighting, and
have to channel mental energy between you in a positive way. When
transit Mercury is conjunct composite Mars, you can work on plans of
action together, and come together mentally.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Mars, this can help you
enjoy taking action with things together, and you can make positive
things happen. When transit Venus is square or opposite composite
Mars, there can be extra friction between you, which can be channeled
physically in a romantic relationship, but may cause fighting in
non-romantic ones. When transit Venus is conjunct composite Mars, you
can work to create something new together, and you can enjoy being
active.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Mars, there can be more
action taken together for something, and you can feel more driven to
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focus on the relationship as well. When transit Mars is square or
opposite composite Mars, there can be too much energy between you,
which can lead to fighting and aggressiveness, so try to have an outlet
together. When transit Mars is conjunct composite Mars, this can help
you take a big first step with something together, start a new journey
together, or focus on a new project together.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Mars, you can have lots
of energy and drive together, and you can be super positive about
everything. You may get more done together than apart. When transit
Jupiter is square or opposite composite Mars, this may bring out some
anger and fighting, and you may need to make sure you’re listening to
one another. When transit Jupiter is conjunct composite Mars, this can
be great energy for starting something new together, and you can feel
driven to take action.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Mars, you may be more
disciplined with what you work on together, and can accomplish more
without overdoing anything. When transit Saturn is square or opposite
composite Mars, energy may be stifled in the relationship, and you may
feel drained together. There may be responsibilities that you need to
work on, and you have to work on doing things the right way. When
transit Saturn is conjunct composite Mars, you may be incredibly
disciplined, practical, and focused with your energy together, but you
may also be more easily drained and feel limited with your options.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine composite Mars, you can push to
do things in brand new ways together, and you can feel positive and
excited. When transit Uranus is square or opposite composite Mars,
there may be restlessness, rebelliousness, and impulsiveness, and the
relationship may seem erratic at times. You may need to work on
controlling the energy and channeling it productively, otherwise it can
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break you apart. When transit Uranus is conjunct composite Mars, this
can push you outside of your comfort zones in big ways, and you can
make big changes.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine composite Mars, you can feel
driven to focus on spiritual pursuits together, and instincts together can
be strong. When transit Neptune is square or opposite composite Mars,
it may be difficult to figure out your motivations with one another, what
drives the relationship, or where you’re going together. The fog needs to
be removed, and grounding may be needed. When transit Neptune is
conjunct composite Mars, you may move together instinctively, guided
by an unseen hand, and feel that your spiritual connection is strong. But
ulterior motives may be murky so try to be realistic.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine composite Mars, this can help you
to work on transformations for the better, and you can feel driven to
attain more power and control together. When transit Pluto is square or
opposite composite Mars, you may fight a lot more, and anything
shoved away can come roaring out. There may be a moment (or
moments) where it all just comes rushing out, and a screaming match
can be had or violence can come into play, so try to let things out in a
healthier, more controlled way. When transit Pluto is conjunct
composite Mars, you can accomplish a tremendous amount together
and have incredibly passionate energy to make things happen, but you
may also get into fights more and need to stay active to use the energy
up.
Transit Aspects to Composite Jupiter
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can feel
good about your connection, and can see how you both benefit from
the relationship. You may want to expand or explore in some way
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together. When the transit Sun is square or opposite composite Jupiter,
you may feel you need some space from one another, and don’t want to
deal with any issues too much. When the transit Sun is conjunct
composite Jupiter, you may feel great about the relationship, and can
open it up in some way.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can feel
good emotionally about where you’re at together. You can feel that the
connection is solid and positive. When the transit Moon is square or
opposite composite Jupiter, you may want some emotional distance,
and may be emotionally lazy with one another. When the transit Moon is
conjunct composite Jupiter, you may feel quite positive about the
relationship and the impact it has on your life.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Jupiter,
communications can be very positive, and you can have an easier time
opening up. When transit Mercury is square or opposite composite
Jupiter, you may say too much and stumble over your words, stick your
foot in your mouth, and say things you shouldn’t, so watch it. When
transit Mercury is conjunct composite Jupiter, you can enjoy the mental
connection, and focus on an important idea or plan.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can enjoy
each other’s company, and personal relationships can be much more
affectionate. You can get along, and try to find middle ground. When
transit Venus is square or opposite composite Jupiter, you may have a
hard time with stubbornness, and you may feel lazy and not want to do
anything about any issues that arise. When transit Venus is conjunct
composite Jupiter, you may feel that the relationship is easier, more
beneficial, and that you enjoy it more, and can be more open to
commitment.
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When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can feel very
positive together, and may have a little bit of good luck on your side if
you don’t push it. When transit Mars is square or opposite composite
Jupiter, there can be disputes about how to proceed and what you do,
yet you may not actually do anything together, feeling lazy. When
transit Mars is conjunct composite Jupiter, you may focus on something
new to work on together, some new part of the relationship, and feel
very good together. Luck can also increase.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can feel
open to expanding, exploring, and new experiences together, and can
be quite positive. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite composite
Jupiter, you may want to relax, indulge, and not deal with too much
together, and maybe get a little space. When transit Jupiter is conjunct
composite Jupiter, it may feel like a new chapter is starting that can last
for over a decade, and you can feel it’s time to start anew.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can
balance responsibilities you have together with opportunities you have
together and feel things are stable. When transit Saturn is square or
opposite composite Jupiter, that may not be the case, and you may
focus too much on opportunity and expansion at the expense of
responsibilities, or too much on restriction and limitations at the expense
of opportunity. Try to find middle ground. When transit Saturn is
conjunct composite Jupiter, Saturn may try to overtake Jupiter and
force limiting energy on the relationship, but you can find opportunities
together by being smart, responsible, and practical.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you may focus
on doing things in new ways and step outside of your comfort zones.
You can think about the future, dreams you have together, and meet
new people together. When transit Uranus is square or opposite
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composite Jupiter, this can bring out difficulties with your beliefs, and
you may clash quite a bit. You may want to force your beliefs one each
other, but need to be more open. When transit Uranus is conjunct
composite Jupiter, you can be extra positive together, and find new
ways to expand the relationship and have new experiences together.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you can
enjoy each other’s company, and you can feel spiritually connected.
Your beliefs can sync up nicely, and you can be helpful of others
together. When transit Neptune is square or opposite composite Jupiter,
you may struggle with getting on the same page with your beliefs, and
one may try to dupe the other, which needs to be avoided. Also watch
for others trying to dupe you together. When transit Neptune is conjunct
composite Jupiter, you can feel highly spiritually connected, and your
beliefs can blend into one another, so some boundaries may be needed.
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine composite Jupiter, you may feel you
have more power together and in the relationship when you’re
expanding and exploring and having new experiences, When transit
Pluto is square or opposite composite Jupiter, you can struggle with
allowing one another to have space to expand in your own ways, and
may be overly pessimistic. Beliefs may be a struggle, and there can be
fighting over beliefs. When transit Pluto is conjunct composite Jupiter,
you may feel a strong bond in your experiences and world views, and
what you’re passionate about, and power can grow when you’re
together.
Transit Aspects to Composite Saturn
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Saturn, this can bring
stabilizing energy to your connection, and you can feel committed to
the relationship. When the transit Sun is square or opposite composite
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Saturn, this can make you feel more restricted and limited by one
another or the relationship, and there may be an issue to address or
responsibility to focus on. When the transit Sun is conjunct composite
Saturn, this can bring out responsibilities and a more practical approach
to the relationship, but you may also feel limited.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Saturn, this can bring
stabilizing emotional energy. You can feel calmer with one another, and
feel the core of the relationship is stable. When the transit Moon is
square or opposite composite Saturn, this can make you feel
emotionally stifled, and you may not want to express what you’re
feeling with one another, or feel that the relationship is holding you back
emotionally. When the transit Moon is conjunct composite Saturn, this
can make you focus on being more responsible with one another and
the relationship, and you can feel more emotionally committed, but may
hold back on emotional expression.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Saturn, this can make
communications between you more practical and mental energy
focused. When transit Mercury is square or opposite composite Saturn,
you may have a hard time with understanding, and can keep things to
yourselves, but this can make you feel your stifling your expression.
When transit Mercury is conjunct composite Saturn, you can focus on
being more practical with your ideas and plans together and bring
stable energy to the relationship, but you may also limit
communications.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you may feel
the commitment you have to the relationship is stable and secure, and
you can feel good about how you handle responsibilities together.
When transit Venus is square or opposite composite Saturn, you may
feel something is restricted in the relationship, and in personal
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relationships, you may not be affectionate. Issues may be highlighted
and need to be addressed. When transit Venus is conjunct composite
Saturn, you can focus on improving the relationship, working on goals,
or taking up responsibilities, but you may not be very expressive
together.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you may have
very disciplined energy and drive, and can take action for the things you
want together. When transit Mars is square or opposite composite
Saturn, energy may feel too controlled or lacking, and you may feel
extra focused on issues in the relationship and existing limitations. This
can cause frustration and annoyance. When transit Mars is conjunct
composite Saturn, there can be great progress made with whatever you
work on together, but you may not work on anything else.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you can feel
that optimism is balanced with reality, and this can allow you to do more
together, and feel stable. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite
composite Saturn, you may struggle with feeling that restricted and
limited in the relationship, yet you may want to avoid any problems that
could resolve the issue. Responsibility can be important. When transit
Jupiter is conjunct composite Saturn, you can expand your relationship
in practical ways and find opportunities by being responsible.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you may feel
that the relationship is stable and feel comfortable with the commitment
you have to the relationship. When transit Saturn is square or opposite
composite Saturn, this can bring out some friction in the relationship,
and there may be a major issue that needs to be addressed, otherwise
this can lead to fracture and parting. If you can move out of these
aspects, you can feel set up together for a while. When transit Saturn is
conjunct composite Saturn, innate issues in the relationships can
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become a focus, and situations may arise that force you to work on
problems, learn how to grow the relationship or connection, and work
well together. You can emerge more connected.
When transit Uranus is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you may feel
that you can try new ways of improving stability and commitment, and
can balance the old with the new together. When transit Uranus is
square or opposite composite Saturn, there may be unexpected events
that disrupt the stability of the relationship. Some degree of space may
be needed, some room to breathe. When transit Uranus is conjunct
composite Saturn, how you commit to one another and the relationship
or what brings you together may undergo a big shift, and you can focus
on new goals together.
When transit Neptune is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you can work
together to strengthen your soul connection, and ground the energy.
When transit Neptune is square or opposite composite Saturn, there
may be a struggle with dealing with insecurity in the relationship, and
you may have a hard time figuring out what the root causes are for
problems and how to deal with them. You may be overly practical
together or overly imaginative, and need to find some middle ground.
When transit Neptune is conjunct composite Saturn, this can be
excellent for making dreams reality together and grounding spiritual
connections, but you may also need to make sure Neptune doesn’t take
over Saturn (and bring the fog) or Saturn doesn’t take over Neptune (and
kill compassion and imagination).
When transit Pluto is sextile or trine composite Saturn, you may be extra
disciplined together, focused on accomplishing something together and
achieving more power. When transit Pluto is square or opposite
composite Saturn, this can make you feel more restricted and limited,
and repression may be a problem. Responsibilities may overwhelm you,
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and you need to bring some lighter energy into the relationship,
otherwise it can drown in the dark. When transit Pluto is conjunct
composite Saturn, you can accomplish a great deal together, whatever
you set your mind to (so it’s excellent for business relationships), but
your focus may be intense together and needs something productive,
otherwise there can be some issues. A transformation may need to be
made in the relationship related to the house Saturn is in or rules.
Transit Aspects to Composite Uranus
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Uranus, this can help
you to focus on new ways of approaching the relationship, or work
together to implement changes. You can focus on the future together,
or hopes and dreams you have for the relationship. When the transit Sun
is square or opposite composite Uranus, you may feel you need time
apart, and you can feel restless and rebellious with one another. You
may need to avoid being erratic or impulsive. When the transit Sun is
conjunct composite Uranus, it may be a time to work on a change
together or deal with something unexpected.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Uranus, this can help
you to make changes with the foundation of the relationship, but in
positive ways. When the transit Moon is square or opposite composite
Uranus, there may be a feeling that something at the core is unsettled,
and you can be emotionally unstable with one another. Stability may be
difficult. When the transit Moon is conjunct composite Uranus, you can
focus on finding new ways of connecting emotionally or push outside of
your comfort zones.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Uranus, this can help
you find new ways of communicating and being understood by one
another, and you can think outside of the box together. When transit
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Mercury is square or opposite composite Uranus, you may have a hard
time with understanding, and there can be some restlessness with the
activities you’re working on (if any) or in your daily lives. When transit
Mercury is conjunct composite Uranus, you may focus on a change
together, and work on something different.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Uranus, you may be
more affectionate in new ways in personal relationships, and can give
each other enough room to be independent but still feel secure. When
transit Venus is square or opposite composite Uranus, there can be
erratic energy in the relationship, and you may be short with one
another. You may need to control impulses. When transit Venus is
conjunct composite Uranus, you can enjoy doing new things together,
making a change in the relationship, and opening up to new people
together.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Uranus, you may take
action together with something new and different, and can work to
make changes that can be beneficial, or work on a future goal. When
transit Mars is square or opposite composite Uranus, you may push
against one another, and want more time away from each other, but
need to make sure you don’t push too far away from one another.
Watch for fighting. When transit Mars is conjunct composite Uranus,
there can be a great desire to make a change, to have more
independence in the relationship, and energy and drive can increase
overall.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Uranus, there can be
positive energy between you for doing things in new ways, and pursuing
new opportunities. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite composite
Uranus, you may feel rebellious with one another, but can be lazy when
it comes to dealing with issues. When transit Jupiter is conjunct
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composite Uranus, this can be excellent for positive changes, expanding
in new and unconventional ways, and creating new opportunities
together.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Uranus, this can help
you to bring more stability to changes, and to find practical ways to be
more independent. When transit Saturn is square or opposite composite
Uranus, there may be issues to overcome in order to make the changes
you want, and you may feel stifled in the relationship, unable to express
your individuality, which can lead to restlessness and frustration, but
you may keep that to yourself. When transit Saturn is conjunct
composite Uranus, you can work on changes together in practical ways,
creating plans for doing things in new ways, and lowly pursuing the
unconventional.
Note: Since Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are the slow movers and
shouldn’t differ too wildly in the composite chart from your natal charts
(unless there’s a super massive age difference), those interpretations are
left out (just think of them as doubled energy when they’re occurring to
your natal charts, and focus on the composite houses Uranus, Neptune,
or Pluto are in and rule).
Transit Aspects to Composite Neptune
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Neptune, you can be
more charming with one another, and feel a spiritual connection. You
may be more considerate of one another. When the transit Sun is
square or opposite composite Neptune, you may struggle with being
realistic with one another, and can feel something fading from the
relationship. You may be more vulnerable together and need better
boundaries. When the transit Sun is conjunct composite Neptune, you
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can feel a strong spiritual connection and move together intuitively, but
you may struggle with the fog of Neptune.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Neptune, you can be
more compassionate with another, more emotionally understanding,
and want to help each other. When the transit Moon is square or
opposite composite Neptune, you may feel uneasy emotionally about
something but are uncertain of what exactly, or have a hard time putting
your finger or emotional issues that arise. When the transit Moon is
conjunct composite Neptune, your instincts together can be strong, and
you can focus on giving to one another, but may need some emotional
boundaries.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Neptune, this can
help with being charismatic in your communications with one another,
and you can sense what one another think. When transit Mercury is
square or opposite composite Neptune, understanding may be difficult,
and you may not be listening to one another clearly. You may not be
talking about the right things, or at all. When transit Mercury is conjunct
composite Neptune, you can feel connected spiritually and mentally,
and focus on something creatively.
When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Neptune, you can be
compassionate with one another, understanding, and want to help each
other. This can be good for affection in personal relationships. When
transit Venus is square or opposite composite Neptune, you may have
difficulty expressing affection, and you may not have much time for
each other. Your judgment of something may be clouded temporarily.
When transit Venus is conjunct composite Neptune, you can feel
spiritually connected, like you’re meant to be for some reason, and can
be more sacrificing for one another or the relationship.
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When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Neptune, you may feel
more spiritually connected, and can be intuitively guided together. You
can be more compassionate with one another and toward others
together. When transit Mars is square or opposite composite Neptune,
you may struggle with boundaries, question motives, and may feel that
the relationship is draining on you. There may be something hidden that
is causing the issue. When transit Mars is conjunct composite Neptune,
you may feel you’ve been brought together for a reason, and that you’re
moving together on a fated path.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Neptune, this can help
you feel good together and about the relationship, and you may be in
the right positions to find the right opportunities together. When transit
Jupiter is square or opposite composite Neptune, you may have a hard
time seeing eye-to-eye on beliefs, and can struggle with laziness that
creates distance in the relationship. When transit Jupiter is conjunct
composite Neptune, you can be compassionate and creative with one
another and others, and feel your beliefs are in sync.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Neptune, stable energy
may be brought to your spiritual connection, and you can feel more
grounded. When transit Saturn is square or opposite composite
Neptune, there can be a struggle with being compassionate and
understanding with one another, being overly realistic, or questioning
the purpose of your connection. When transit Saturn is conjunct
composite Neptune, you can focus on doing something practical with a
dream together, and being more helpful of others, but may also feel you
need to ground your spiritual connection.
Note: Since Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are the slow movers and
shouldn’t differ too wildly in the composite chart from your natal charts
(unless there’s a super massive age difference), those interpretations are
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left out (just think of them as doubled energy when they’re occurring to
your natal charts, and focus on the composite houses Uranus, Neptune,
or Pluto are in and rule).
Transit Aspects to Composite Pluto
When the transit Sun is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you can share
more easily with one another, and can feel that the bonds between you
are strong, and that you have more power together. When the transit
Sun is square or opposite composite Pluto, you may struggle over
power and control of something, and can get into heated arguments.
Try to work on positive transformations, even small ones. When the
transit Sun is conjunct composite Pluto, you can feel the connection is
strong and powerful, and are more drawn to one another.
When the transit Moon is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you can feel
the emotional bonds you have is strong, and you can feel emotionally
invested in the relationship. When the transit Moon is square or opposite
composite Pluto, you may struggle with deeply-held issues and feelings
that can come out and cause problems, and if fights occur, they can get
ugly, so try to control yourselves. When the transit Moon is conjunct
composite Pluto, you can feel a strong connection to the relationship
and one another, and feel the power within the pairing. You may focus
on something small that can be transformed.
When transit Mercury is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you can dig into
something together, have great focus, and feel passionate about your
ideas and plans. When transit Mercury is square or opposite composite
Pluto, you may have a hard time with communication and can get into a
fight. Watch what you say to one another. When transit Mercury is
conjunct composite Pluto, you may have intense focus together, and
increased passion for something you can work on together.
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When transit Venus is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you can feel
more passionate about your connection and get along better. Personal
relationships can be more affectionate and romantic relationships can
be more passionate. When transit Venus is square or opposite
composite Pluto, you may need to watch for being cruel with one
another, and try to be more considerate. When transit Venus is conjunct
composite Pluto, your connection may seem more powerful, and you
may enjoy focusing on something serious together or working on a
transformation.
When transit Mars is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you can focus on
doing something together intensely, and energy can be passionate. You
may feel stronger together. When transit Mars is square or opposite
composite Pluto, you may fight against each other, and fights can be
epic, so try to be civil or it may go too far. When transit Mars is conjunct
composite Pluto, you can focus on a transformation, work on something
new that can strengthen your bond, and energy can be high so it needs
an outlet.
When transit Jupiter is sextile or trine composite Pluto, you may feel you
can focus on new opportunities together to create more power and
control. When transit Jupiter is square or opposite composite Pluto,
there can be struggles over power and control, and you may need to
avoid being too hurtful of each other. When transit Jupiter is conjunct
composite Pluto, you can be researching together, work to transform,
and find power together, or do something that is to each of your
benefits. Watch for controlling behavior.
When transit Saturn is sextile or trine composite Pluto, this can help you
channel passionate energy you may have together into something
productive, and can be especially helpful for business connections.
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When transit Saturn is square or opposite composite Pluto, you may feel
frustrated with one another or the relationship, and issues that have
been simmering or bottled up may be exposed. Try to deal with issues
instead of avoiding them. When transit Saturn is conjunct composite
Pluto, this can give an opportunity to get incredibly focused together on
something important, but you need to make sure you don’t stifle each
other or harbor resentment.
Note: Since Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are the slow movers and
shouldn’t differ too wildly in the composite chart from your natal charts
(unless there’s a super massive age difference), those interpretations are
left out (just think of them as doubled energy when they’re occurring to
your natal charts, and focus on the composite houses Uranus, Neptune,
or Pluto are in and rule).
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